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"A vivid portrait of second-generation immigrants living in suburban New England...Sawhney is pitch-
perfect when describing the uneasy relationship between adolescents and their parents...There is much
emotional truth in the author's sensitive portrayal of the despair and rage that can simmer away throughout
adolescence...Hirsh Sawhney's quietly devastating conclusion is both unexpected and deeply moving."
--Times Literary Supplement

"[T]his luminous debut...captures precisely the heartache of growing up."
--Library Journal, Top Spring Indie Fiction

“Sawhney's debut novel, a coming-of-age tale mixing grief, violence, and extremism, follows the life of
Indian-American teen Siddharth Arora as he deals with the death of his mother, political tensions at home,
and attempts to fit in amongst the bored and troubled youth of his Connecticut suburb . . . With shifting teen
angst colliding with his new, upturned reality, Sid becomes aware of his failings and mistakes as he
discovers what it means to be loyal to the ones you love. This is a fantastic debut about growing up as an
outsider in a divisive environment.”
--Publishers Weekly

"A powerful story...a universal look at the complexity of how people wrestle with guilt and blame amid
tragic loss."
--New Haven Independent

"[A] sensitive, poignant, resonating novel."
--Bookslut

“A raw portrait of a motherless family . . . poetic . . . [Sawhney's] characters are distinctive: They open
up differently, more ominously, than American fiction's best-known South Asians of the Northeast —
Jhumpa Lahiri's . . . [and] exhibit an outsider-ness without glamour.”
—The Village Voice

"An unforgettable and unnerving tale of grief and migration."
--Largehearted Boy

Included in John Reed's list of Most Anticipated Small Press Books of 2016 at Big Other

"Sawhney's portrait of childhood grief is complex and explosive, and it challenges the definition of
"victim."
--Minnesota Public Radio

"A son of Hindu immigrants from India grows up in a New England suburb, where he struggles to find
his way after his mother dies, while his father becomes immersed in anti-Muslim fundamentalism."
--World Wide Work

Siddharth Arora lives an ordinary life in the New England suburb of South Haven, but his childhood



comes to a grinding halt when his mother dies in a car accident. Siddharth soon gravitates toward a group
of adolescent bullies, drinking and smoking instead of drawing and swimming. He takes great pains to
care for his depressive father, Mohan Lal, an immigrant who finds solace in the hateful Hindu
fundamentalism of his homeland and cheers on Indian fanatics who murder innocent Muslims. When a
new woman enters their lives, Siddharth and his father have a chance at a fresh start. They form a new
family, hoping to leave their pain behind them.

South Haven is no simple coming-of-age tale or hero's journey, blurring the line between victim and
victimizer and asking readers to contend with the lies we tell ourselves as we grieve and survive. Following
in the tradition of narratives by Edwidge Danticat and Junot Díaz, Sawhney draws upon the measured
lyricism of postcolonial writers like Michael Ondaatje but brings to his subjects distinctly American
irreverence and humor.
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From reader reviews:

Ian Ashlock:

The book South Haven make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make your capable a lot
more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting pressure or having big problem with the
subject. If you can make studying a book South Haven to become your habit, you can get considerably more
advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. You
are able to know everything if you like start and read a publication South Haven. Kinds of book are a lot of.
It means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Sondra Spencer:

What do you about book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material when you want something to
explain what yours problem? How about your time? Or are you busy person? If you don't have spare time to
do others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you have free time? What did you do?
Every person has many questions above. They need to answer that question because just their can do that. It
said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is correct. Because start from on pre-school
until university need this kind of South Haven to read.

Steven Ellison:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information currently can get by anyone at
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even an issue. What people must be consider
any time those information which is inside former life are difficult to be find than now is taking seriously
which one is acceptable to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you receive the
unstable resource then you buy it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen in you if you take South Haven as your daily resource information.

Wilma Hogan:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you, why because this South Haven book written by well-known
writer who knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who read the book. Written
inside good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate your hunger
then you still doubt South Haven as good book but not only by the cover but also by the content. This is one
e-book that can break don't assess book by its cover, so do you still needing one more sixth sense to pick this
particular!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already said so why you have to listening to yet another
sixth sense.
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